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To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that I, DoRSETTE. A. DAVE 

soN, a citizen of the United States, and a 
resident of Richmond, in the county of Hen 
rico and State of Virginia, have made cer 
tain new and useful Improvements ifi Aero 
planes, of which the following is a specifica 
tion. 
My invention relates to improverients in 

aeroplanes, and it consists more particularly 
in a novel form of main sustaining planes or wings, 
An object of my invention is to provide 

wings or planes which will have the maxi 
mum sustaining effect for the Strface used, 
A further object of my invention is to provide means for maintaining equilibrium. 
A further object of my invention is to 

provide a novel form of plane which over 
comes the disastrous effects of side move 
ment due to the peculiar formation of the 
sustaining wings. - 
Other objects and advantages will appear 

in the following specification, and the novel 
features of the device will be particularly 
pointed out in the appended claims. 
My invention is illustrated in the accom panying drawings forming part of this ap 

plication in which- ... " 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of an aero 

plane constructed according to my inven 
tion, Fig. 2 is a pian view of the main sus 
taining wings, Fig. 3 is a section along the 
line 3-3 of Fig. 2, and Fig. 4 is a section 
along the line 4-4 of Fig. 2. 

Referring now particularly to Figs, 2, 3 
and 4, I have shown therein a pair of curved 
wings A and B of the shape shown in the 
drawings. It will be noticed that the front 
portions a and b of the wings are bent on 
an arc toward the rear as shown, in Fig. 2, 
and they are also curved in lateral ares as 
shown in Fig. 3. The rear edges, a” and b* 
have a greater rearward curvature as shown 
in Fig. 2, and they also have greater lateral 
curvature, i. e., the radii of curvature in 
both the rearward and the lateral directions 
of the edges a and b is less than the for 
yard edges a and b. Consider now a section 5. 
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along the line 4-4, such a section would 
appear like that in Fig. 4. The wing B, 
therefore, is really made up of two arc 
shaped sections, b and b. 

up of two sections similar to the sections b and 5. 

o Since the wing 
A is similar to the wing B, it is also made 

in order to support the wings, i. 

provide a series of ribs ike those shown at 
R. iii Figs. 2, 3 and 4. These ribs are se. 
cured at one end to a central keel, or 
“breastbone,” K. At the forward end of 
the keel is a flexible fin F of trianguisr 
shape, the forward end of which is co 
nected by means of flexible cords C with 
pulleys P on the planes or wings and thence 
extend into the car I, where they can be 
manipulated by the operator. In the illus 
tration the car is shown as suspended iron. 
the keel, or “breastione.' This view is 
merely diagraminatic and is not intended to 
picture an actual device. The propeller R. 
is designed to be placed in the rear of the 
car underneath the keel, and the ruddie' S 
to be carried at the rear end of the kael is 
in the manner shown in Fig. 1. 

Froin the foregoing description of the 
various parts of the device, the operation 
thereof Inay be readily understood. 
The two pockets in each wing, such as 

those shown at l’ and 57, lead to cause the wings to be supported at four points since 
the air tends to exert an upward lif, at the 
highest portion of each pocket. When the 
device is in inotion is shown in Fi s 
air strikes the inder side of the wi. - 
wili be noted from Fig. 4. that ti 
tend to bank up against the pianes 
cause a maximt in lifting offect. 5. 
aeroplane should start to fall side 

6. 

7. 

. 

vise, i.e., toward the end of one wing, the presence of 
the keel Qa’ “breastbone” will tend to auto- 36. 
matically right the device since it will cause 
the banking' of the air under that wing 
which is tipped downwardly. in order to 
further balance the device, I providge, the 
flexible fin F. The forward part, fi this 
fin may be pulled rearwardly and up wardly 
so as to warp the surface of the fin toward 
one side or the other of the keel. This 
causes the righting of the device through the 
action of the air upon the fin. The fin has a ti 
double purpose of being acted on by the air 
and of cutting off the air, from he wing: 
behind it. 

claim :- 
1. In an aeroplane, a central keel or 36', 

breastbone, a pair of wings secured thereto . 
and exteilding laterally therefroii), each of 
said wings curving laterally in an arc, and 
each wing consisting of two arched portions 
from front to rear, and the forward edge "4 
of each wing having a greater radius of lat 
eiji curvature than the rear edge. 
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2. In an aeroplane, a central keel or 
“breastbone,” a pair of wings secured there 
to and extending laterally therefrom, each of said wings cirving laterally in an arc, 

is and each wing consisting of two portions 
arched from front to rear, the forward edge 
of each wing having a greater radius of 
lateral curvature than the rear edge, a flexi 
ble, triangular fin secured to the front edge 

it of said keel, and flexible cords secured to 
said fin and arranged to bend the latter in a Fearward and upward direction. 
* 8. In an aeroplane, a central keel or 

“breastbone,' a pair of wings extending 
laterally therefrom, each of said wings be- 5 
ing curved in a lateral direction and having 
two arc-shaped portions from front to rear, 
the front edge of each wing being curved to 
the rear and the rear edge of each wing be 
ing curved to the rear on a less ridius than 20 
the front edge. 

DORSETTE. A. DAVISON. 
Witnesses: 

B. C. DUKE, 
B. P. ASHTON. 


